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1. Strengths and successes of the program as evidenced by the data, analysis and
reflection:

● Thank you for your tremendous flexibility and responsiveness to PCC moving remote in
2020.  I appreciate the quick change, immediate move to remote teaching and
exceptional support of our students.  HE is a well organized group with strong natural
leadership within and I credit your spirit of team, planfulness and care for one another.
Thank you all!

● The HE SAC tracks a tremendous amount of information in detail- nice work!  I can see
that you have stepped in where the college is unable to when it comes to providing data
and analysis.  Thank you for your interest and commitment to understanding enrollments
and students needs and for considering the data so seriously.

● We knew that HE has had great success with Remote and the college understands as
well and plans to continue to offer remote, OL/WEB, face to face and hybrid modalities.
Thank you for your advocacy for remote instruction and the variety of modalities.

● I admire the thoughtful revision schedule you have developed for all HE courses.  I also
appreciate the shared shells and ways in which you complete the work so that all
instructors benefit.

● Compliments to you all for working with the Office of Disability last year to address the
concerns they were hearing from some students regarding students with disabilities
conceptions of HE requirements.  I did not participate in those meetings but saw how
quickly and authentically you connected with their office and created a plan.  Thank you
for your responsiveness and helping all of our students take HE!



● It sounds like you could use some time with our Pathway Advisors to talk through HE.
Please reach out to at Pchrista@pcc.edu for time with the PSESSPhil Christain
Pathway advisors.

2. Areas of challenge or concern, if any:
● I understand the need to adjust the number of OL sections we offer and am happy to

share that OL no longer requires that we list the number of sections that we intend to
offer but that we simply offer a section when we commit to do so.  I believe this offers us
much more flexibility.

● I know you need paid training for PT faculty and I will continue to advocate for paid
professional development.

● The average PCC student success rate is 86%, and overall HE has strong success
rates.

3. Reflection on goals and resources:
● I admire the HE SAC goal of adopting inclusive language practices in teaching and

curriculum and want to share that I have heard of other SACs and faculty doing this work
too and requesting support.  I know of a group offering ideas and support through Israel
Pastrana, let me know if you would like me to connect you to them. Thank you for your
work in this area!

4. Recommended next steps:

_X_  Proceed as planned on program review schedule

___  Follow up conversation needed with SAC, Dept Chair(s) and Dean

5. Additional comments/questions:

I appreciate the efforts to schedule some f2f classes in HE and hope we see more classes
offered on campus and that full time faculty will also participate in teaching the campus sections.
You have done a great job pointing out that higher success rates are in the f2f classes and in
F22 57 HE CRNs were scheduled 13 had face to face components. Thank you! Dana
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